In this paper we announce a solution to the generalized Albanese problem for smooth projective surfaces. More precisely, for such a surface X over a field k and for each modulus m (see next paragraph) we show the existence of a pair (G,a) , where G is a commutative algebraic group over k (or more generally a principal homogeneous space under such a group), a: X -» G is a rational map, and any rational map with modulus m factors through a.
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In this paper we announce a solution to the generalized Albanese problem for smooth projective surfaces. More precisely, for such a surface X over a field k and for each modulus m (see next paragraph) we show the existence of a pair (G,a) , where G is a commutative algebraic group over k (or more generally a principal homogeneous space under such a group), a: X -» G is a rational map, and any rational map with modulus m factors through a.
Let X be such a surface and let U = X ~ |J Dj be the complement of a finite number of integral divisors on X. In It is clear that by usual descent arguments we may assume that k is algebraically closed and work with algebraic groups rather than principal homogeneous spaces.
Let Cat m denote the category of maps a: X -• G which admit m as modulus. 
and 0 is the zero section. For a given m we can determine R explicitly (for a special case see [3] ). Then a is obtained simply by using the definition of the rigidified Picard functor.
REMARKS. (1) For m' > m we have an affine morphism G U m' -• G um , hence lim G um exists. This pro-smooth group is important for the class-field theory of X.
(2) The homomorphism 7 m : mapped to a(x) and a generates G um . In characteristic zero it seems natural to expect that when we restrict to the idele classes of degree zero, 7 m is an isomorphism iff p g {X) = 0.
The details together with the discussion of the relative case and the extension to dimensions > 2 will appear elsewhere.
